JOHN POWERS SCHOOL – SCHOOL WIDE EXPECTATIONS

BE RESPECTFUL

BE RESPONSIBLE

BE SAFE

ALL
SETTINGS

CLASSROOM

HALLS &
COMMON AREAS

RESTROOMS

GYM &
PLAYGROUND

COMMUNITY

BUS

*Keep hands and
feet to self
(includes
projectiles, germs)
*Use materials and
furniture properly
*Stay in your
assigned area
*Practice self-control

*Keep chairs and
desks on the floor
(4 on the floor)
*Use school supplies
properly; only use
what you need
*Ask permission to
leave area if
needed
*Use skills to stay in
the Green Zone

*Use your walking
feet
*Stay in line once
lined up
*Be careful to keep
personal space
when passing
others

*Wash your hands
with soap
after flushing
*Use and dispose of
materials properly
*Alert an adult if you
find a mess that is
not safe (germs)
before using the
bathroom

*Use gym equipment
and toys
appropriately
*Be careful—make
sure nobody is in
the way
*Use skills to stay in
the Green Zone

*Stay with your
assigned group and
staff member
*Do not take
anything offered to
you by a stranger
*Be careful to keep
personal space
around others

*Remain seated with
your feet on the
floor
*Control noise so as
not to distract the
driver
*Wear a seatbelt if
directed to by the
driver
*Follow all rules and
directions for
safety

*Follow Directions
*Do assigned work/
ask for help
*Be an engaged
learner
*Be honest and
accept feedback

*Be prepared
*Be on task/
complete your
assignments

*Get to where you
are going rather
than hanging in the
hallway

*Keep the restrooms
clean
*Report any issues
to an adult
immediately

*Follow the rules
and expectations
of the activity
*Use good
sportsmanship

*Follow directions
from adults and
rules of the
community location
*Bring in all
necessary
permission forms
*Positively represent
JPS

*Be on time for the
bus
*Bring something to
read, play or listen
to if you need
something to focus
on
*Exit the bus
promptly when it is
time
*Follow all bus rules
and driver directions

*Be kind and
courteous to peers
and adults
*Use appropriate
language and
gestures
*Be a good listener
and wait your turn
*Keep yourself, your
area and your
community neat
and clean

*Keep your head up
*Stop, look and
listen when staff
and peers are
speaking
*Raise your hand
when you have
something to say
*Pick up after
yourself
*Do your assigned
classroom chores

*Use volume control
*Stay to the right of
the hallway
*Be a helper—pick
up trash if you see
it

*Knock before
entering
*Wait your turn
patiently
*Pick up after
yourself

*Take turns
*Be fair and include
all students
*Have fun and let
others have fun
*Pick up any
equipment or toys
you use

*Be kind to
community
members, both
children and adults
*Be mindful of other
people’s personal
space

*Use volume control
*Be fair and allow
others to sit with
you if needed
*Wait your turn to exit
your seat
*Pick up after yourself

